HIGH-TECH &
COMMUNICATIONS

MOBILE APPLICATION
DEVELOPMENT
The introduction of web-enabled handsets has made immediate access to informa- tion an
absolute requirement. In 2010, the client, America’s leading 4G wireless provider, updated a free
mobile application for their Blackberry and Android customers to conveniently pay their wireless
bills, check minute and data usage, manage friends and family numbers, change calling plans,
and change plan features on the go. More recently, the client brought the app to its “Iconic
Devices” as well as to its feature phones.

BUSINESS CHALLENGE
• The client needed to develop a mobile application that would help its customers access
their account information from their mobile devices
• The app needed to operate on all of the client’s devices, including smartphones and
basic feature phones

THE DISYS SOLUTION
• Collected requirements and specifica- tions for all mobile devices
• Held application team meetings to get feedback on design changes
• Made the user-interface more friendly by rewriting faulty code

RESULTS
• The app currently runs on all of the client’s mobile devices
• Fewer bugs and coding problems within the app

THE CHALLENGE
The client needed to quickly develop the app for the launch of its newly added Iconic Devices (i.e., Apple’s
iPhone and Samsung’s Galaxy) as well as for its existing devices. These devices run on a multitude of
different operating systems – RIM’s Blackberry OS, Google’s Android, Microsoft’s Windows Phone,
Apple’s iOS. However, the client’s goal was to have the app running on all phones, including feature
phones such as candy bar and flip phones.

THE DISYS TEAM
The DISYS team averaged 8 years of development experience in mobile device architectures,
application development, memory management and object-oriented software applications to ensure
an on-time, on-budget, and high-quality project. Our consultants have experience in all phases of the
Software Development Life Cycle (SLDC), resulting in an end user experience that delivers ease-of-use
and reliability.

SMARTPHONES
After introducing the app on the Blackberry and Android OS, the client was under incredible pressure to
deploy their new Iconic Devices with the app pre-installed by the launch date. DISYS was with the client
before the Iconic Devices launch, and thus our developers were integral members of the planning team,
helping design the look and feel of the app. As the app went into production, improvements to the
platform were key milestones. Later, DISYS sought feedback from other application teams and worked
to make design enhancements. An in-depth knowledge of the Iconic Devices framework APIs helped
the DISYS team fix problems quickly and efficiently. Several issues arose with requirement changes and
hardware problems, specifically with the Windows Phone OS, but quick thinking and problem solving
from DISYS eliminated disruptions to development.

FEATURE PHONES
The biggest challenge for the client and DISYS was to assure
that the app success- fully functioned seamlessly for the more
than 200 different types of client handsets, including legacy
feature phones and new smartphones. DISYS took extreme care
to examine the specifications of the 200+ handsets. Form
factors such as screen size and resolution, processor
performance, memory size, interface components (track- balls,
stylus, directional keys, touchscreens), and keyboard functions
were just a few of the elements taken into consideration. Change
requests were constant, and developers were able to improve
the func- tionality of the app with each update.

RESULTS
Thanks to DISYS, the app loads faster, looks better, and is more
dynamic on all of the client’s smartphones. A user-friendly
interface and account management app is now running on all of
the client’s wireless devices, including tablets. User ratings for
the app have increased as more and more customers find the
feature helpful and easy. In fact, it has been so successful that
the client has asked DISYS to help develop a dashboard version
of the app for the Android.
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